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"We write for enterprising leaders in small- to medium-sized, privately-held companies who see
business as an endeavor with moral significance and cultural power. You know your work in
business means something, and you want your organization to be a force for good. That’s a tall
order in a highly competitive arena full of ethically questionable norms, scarce resources,
competitive pressures, and shifting cultural expectations. Still, you are drawn to the
entrepreneurial journey, in part because it holds so much promise: though you have to work
within this system with all its strengths and flaws, you hope to build something new, beautiful,
and lasting."This Playbook is for founders, funders, and teams building businesses that seek to
operate not only ethically but even redemptively—with deep interest in their cultural impact,
generous care for their teams and partners, and leadership marked by uncommonly humble
ambition.Based on our work with hundreds of business founders and funders, we have identified
six core commitment areas of the redemptive business, each with several actionable
organizational practices. These can (and regularly are) implemented in organizations without a
particular public faith commitment, but they are rooted in a distinctly Christian view of human
beings and our shared purpose in the world, which are summed up in the term
“redemptive.”Despite the complex tradeoffs and pressures involved in building a business, we
know from experience that redemptive business is not only possible but real, sustainable, and
applicable to any industry—not only to “social enterprise." We have walked with so many
organizations using the power of business and markets to contribute to genuine human
flourishing, while working against the exploitation of all stakeholders—teams, investors,
partners, customers, and even competitors.

From Library JournalThis is a handy, well-indexed one-volume compendium of information on a
comprehensive cross-section of American humorists. Entries include a brief biography, an
extensive literary analysis, and a limited bibliography. The Dictionary of Literary Biography 's
American Humorists (Gale, 1982) provides more in-depth coverage. There is also some
inconsistency in the criteria for inclusion in this volume. Gale states that only "serious literary
artists . . . should be included" as opposed to "comedians or other performers." Yet Tom Lehrer,
whose "reputation as a humorist survives principally because of his cabaret and TV
performances," is listed. Recommended for smaller libraries with no access to the Dictionary of
Literary Biography or Contemporary Authors (Gale). Ken Phifer, Montgomery Cty. P.L. &
Montgomery Coll. Lib., Rockville, Md.Copyright 1988 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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“Live in the kingdom of God in such a way that it provokes questions for which the gospel is the
answer.”Lesslie NewbiginThe Gospel in a Pluralist Society“The most efficient means to spread
an idea today is a corporate structure.”Jack Dorsey Forbes magazine HOW TO USE THIS
PLAYBOOK • 1THE REDEMPTIVE BUSINESSA PLAYBOOK FOR LEADERSTABLE OF
CONTENTSHow to Use This PlaybookFirst PrinciplesSummary of CommitmentsREDEMPTIVE
STRATEGYProductsBrandREDEMPTIVE OPERATIONSCultureBusiness
ModelPartnershipsREDEMPTIVE LEADERSHIP Ambition TABLE OF CONTENTS • 3HOW TO
USE THIS PLAYBOOKWe write for enterprising leaders in small- to mediumsized, privately-held
companies who see business as an endeavor with moral significance and cultural power.You
know your work in business means something, and you want your organization to be a force for
good. That’s a tall order in a highly competitive arena full of ethically questionable norms, scarce
resources, competitive pressures, and shifting cultural expectations.Still, you are drawn to the
entrepreneurial journey, in part because it holds so much promise: though you have to work
within this system with all its strengths and flaws, you hope to build something new, beautiful,
and lasting.At Praxis we have worked closely with hundreds of entrepreneurs like this: founders,
teams, and funders of growing businesses, where the leaders know their investors and have the
prerogative to set vision, make strategic and operational decisions, build teams, and allocate
capital with a high degree of autonomy. These leaders—and those who aspire to follow in their
footsteps—are the primary audience for this book.We are a community dedicated to putting our
Christian faith into practice through redemptive entrepreneurship—in our leadership behavior
and in the products, services, and organizations we build. That faith empowers redemptive
entrepreneurs to pursue the good of others from within the market system, precisely because of
their ultimate allegiance outside it.This should be good news for everyone. Indeed, we believe
that enterprising leaders who are spiritually serious, culturally astute, and embedded in
accountable communities are uniquely suited for entrepreneurial work that makes the world a
more just andhumanizing place for all.So, though this book is not exclusively for Christians, it is
written to Christians, as it is rooted in Christian conceptions of human identity, purpose, and the
common good.The playbook is structured in two main parts: a First Principles essay, followed by
six sections covering areas of business that we believe are most vital to redemptive impact:
Products, Brand, Culture, Business Model, Partnerships, and Ambition. In each Commitment
area we suggest several “redemptive opportunities”— actionable principles that you can adapt
and apply in your venture.HOW TO USE THIS PLAYBOOK • 5Some of these may feel natural or
even second-nature; others may seem purely aspirational. We hope to introduce tension where
you are complacent, clarity where you are confused, and hope where you are jaded.After
reading the playbook alone or with a team, we suggest that you work through the six areas one
at a time. Use the text first for assessment and discussion— identifying areas of strength,
weakness, and possibility. Then choose one or two where you sense the greatest energy, and
use them as a starting point for adaptation, prototyping, and designing your own creative ways to
approach the redemptive edge of your venture’s mission.FIRST PRINCIPLESAny conversation



about business in the 21st century takes place within the history of capitalism, a system that has
been fantastically successful globally on its own terms, has materially improved the lives of
billions, and has also entrenched various kinds of exploitation in ways great and small, old and
new.Our view is that capitalism, the markets that fund it, and the business practices based upon
it, are both good and corruptible. We know of no other economic system in our imperfect world
that can produce such prosperity, liberty, and satisfaction by allowing us to use our gifts, pursue
our interests, collaborate through self-organizing communities, and generate value for our fellow
humans.At the same time, precisely because of its social and economic potency, and its
invitation to power and wealth, business has also proven to be an enabler of widespread harm,
exclusion, and exploitative extraction of value. Though markets can offer us virtuous incentives
to meet the needs of certain groups, they can also generate perverse incentives to exploit and
exclude others.And while each generation eradicates some of the worst business practices of
earlier eras, it manages to introduce new ones in their wake. We still live in an age of
sweatshops, predatory sales practices, financial fraud, environmental degradation, and racial
inequity. Some of today’s most profitable and highly capitalized businesses are predicated on
leveraging their customers’ attention and privacy, or their workers’ vulnerability, with astonishing
levels of sophistication andmisdirection. Workplaces remain the site of millions of small daily
indignities, visited on fellow human beings in every area of business from contract negotiations
to team dynamics.This fundamental tension at the heart of capitalism— its proven power for
social good entwined with its legacy of harm—has been present since Adam Smith articulated
its principles and limitations in the 18th century. In the 1970s, economist Milton Friedman
famously proposed that the “social responsibility of a business is to increase its profits,” so as to
maximize shareholder value. In this view, society is best served through a single, clear
accountability to investors, who in enlightened self-interest work through rational markets to
reward organizations that benefit the world over the long run.Business should work like that, but
it so often doesn’t. Indeed, ever since Friedman’s view was codified, reformers have sprung up
to challenge and moderate it, offering such alternatives as “creative capitalism,” “shared value
capitalism,” “conscious capitalism,” “compassionate capitalism,” “inclusive capitalism,”
“completing capitalism,” and so on. These all reflect two widespread convictions about the
purpose of business.First, it seems we want to live in a society in which organizations carry
obligations not only to their present shareholders, but also to current and future stakeholders—
employees, customers, shareholders, partners, and communities. Second, these obligations
cannot be adequately valued or incentivized through financial metrics alone, and therefore a
more comprehensive and balanced accounting of the impact of a business (often referred to as
a multiple bottom line) is needed.Companies such as Whole Foods, Chobani, and Patagonia
were prophets of this “stakeholder capitalism” view from their inception, and scaled their
philosophy into the world as they succeeded on the market’s terms. Likewise, ventures in the
social entrepreneurship sector, or those in the B Corp movement, are defined by their rigorous
pursuit of social, cultural, and environmental impact metrics alongside financial ones.



Thestakeholder view is moving toward the mainstream, and is now espoused—at least publicly
—by many of today’s most prominent institutional investors and corporate leaders.While there is
still plenty of room for debate on the best regulatory, governance, or equity arrangements,
redemptive business leaders are stakeholder capitalists in heart and practice. We view God—
not our investors, and certainly not ourselves—as the ultimate source of accountability. We are
called to love our neighbors, create lasting cultural products, and steward the resources of
creation, whatever kind of business we are in. So whether running a fashion brand, offering
cleaning services to homeowners, developing enterprise software, leading a healthcare startup,
manufacturing appliances, or launching a restaurant—we are to care for every stakeholder of the
business as part of our mission.
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R. McGuire, “Practical and Tactical. The word “praxis” means “Practical application or exercise of
a branch of learning.” The authors of this book are leaders of Praxis, a “community dedicated to
putting our Christian faith into practice through redemptive entrepreneurship.” The Redemptive
Business is Praxis’ latest effort to teach Christian entrepreneurs how to practically put their faith
into practice in their businesses.This small book starts with a section on “First Principles” which
introduces The Redemptive Frame combining the Three Ways to Work (exploitative, ethical, and
redemptive) with the Three Dimensions of Work (strategy, operations, and leadership). That
leads to six commitments of redemptive business: Product and Brand (Strategy); Culture,
Business Model, and Partnerships (Operations); and Ambition (Leadership). The rest of the
book teaches the reality, redemptive opportunities, and good news of each of those
commitments.The Redemptive Business does not provide simple answers, or step-by-step
recipes for success as a redemptive entrepreneur, but does an excellent job of identifying
practical and tactical ways in which leaders should reconsider how they operate their
businesses. Given the minimal investment required in dollars and time, I strongly recommend
that all Christians in business give this book a look.”

The book by Steven H. Gale has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 9 people have provided feedback.
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